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ChatGPT Therapy: Why People Ask 
AI For Mental Health Advice

Inquirer https://technology.inquirer.net/123143/chatgpt-therapy-why-
people-ask-ai-for-mental-health-advice

ChatGPT and health care: Could the AI 
chatbot change the patient experience?

Fox News https://www.foxnews.com/health/chatgpt-health-care-could-
ai-chatbot-change-patient-experience

Artificial empathy: the dark side of AI 
chatbot therapy

Cyber News Artificial empathy: the dark side of AI chatbot therapy | 
Cybernews

AI bots have been acing medical 
school exams, but should they become 
your doctor?

ZDNET AI bots have been acing medical school exams, but should 
they become your doctor? | ZDNET

ChatGPT: From Healthcare to 
Banking, These Sectors Can Benefit 
Most From AI Chatbots

News 18 https://www.msn.com/en-in/money/news/chatgpt-from-
healthcare-to-banking-these-sectors-can-benefit-most-from-ai-
chatbots/ar-AA19T4S0

Could Bing Chat replace my Doctor? Windows Central https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/other/could-bing-chat-
replace-my-doctor/ar-AA1a9WR6

3 ways AI will stand out in healthcare 
delivery in 2023

Health Care Asia https://www.msn.com/en-xl/news/other/3-ways-ai-will-stand-
out-in-healthcare-delivery-in-2023/ar-AA19NSJX

Conversing with AI: Revolutionizing 
Mental Health Support through 
Chatbots

Linkedin https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/conversing-ai-
revolutionizing-mental-health-support-through-pandey/

World Health Day 2023: How AI and 
ChatGPT Are Revolutionizing 
Telemedicine and Remote Patient Care

Tecnopedia World Health Day 2023: How AI and ChatGPT Are 
Revolutionizing Telemedicine and Remote Patient Care -
Techopedia

AI Therapy Is Here. But the Oversight 
Isn't. (msn.com)

MSN News https://www.msn.com/en-us/health/other/ai-therapy-is-here-
but-the-oversight-isn-t/ar-AA19AJTa

Exploring the Limits of Artificial 
Intelligence in Mental Health: 
ChatGPT as a Therapist for a Day 
(thequint.com)

The Quint Exploring the Limits of Artificial Intelligence in Mental 
Health: ChatGPT as a Therapist for a Day (thequint.com)

Conversing with AI: Revolutionizing 
Mental Health Support through 
Chatbots

The Strait times https://www.straitstimes.com/world/united-states/people-are-
using-ai-for-therapy-even-though-chatgpt-wasn-t-built-for-it









Mental health technology developers
Chatbots as conversational agents and the quality of care:
1 Uncertainty about whether conversational agents can provide the same level of attention as healthcare 

professionals.
2 Designing adaptive and personalized chatbots raises ethical dilemmas about manipulation and influences user 

decision-making.
3 Possibility of unconscious biases in chatbot programming, affecting the accuracy of results and the medical care 

provided.
4 The risk that chatbots are not equipped to handle crises or emergency situations endangers the safety and well-

being of the user.
5 Need to ensure that chatbots are culturally appropriate and sensitive to the needs of different groups of people.
6 How can the use of chatbots complement and improve mental health care provided by human professionals,

rather than replacing them?
7 Privacy and confidentiality of user information when interacting with mental health chatbots.

Mental health professionals
Human responsibility and supervision:
8 Proper accountability and oversight in the use of chatbots in mental health care. Challenges in establishing 

accountability and ensuring chatbots follow ethical guidelines and offer high-quality support.
9 Proper accountability and oversight in the use of chatbots in mental health care. Challenges in establishing 

accountability and ensuring chatbots follow ethical guidelines and offer high-quality support.
Mental health beneficiaries of mental health services

Access and exclusión:
10 Not all users may have access to the necessary technology to use Chat LLM.
11 Gaps in vulnerable populations such as the pediatric population, those with schizophrenic or bipolar disorders, or 

with intellectual or physical disabilities.
12 Limited access to medical care and accurate, reliable information on the benefits and risks of chatbots.
13 Users' ability to make informed decisions about their mental health when interacting with LLM chatbots.
Interacción emocional y dependencia tecnológica
15 Limitations of chatbots in addressing complex mental health issues that require empathetic understanding.
16 Negative impact on long-term mental health and emotional well-being due to excessive dependence on 

technology.
Mental health researchers and developers:
17 Need for solid and ethical research to determine safety, effectiveness, and potential risks of chatbots.
18 Ensuring that chatbots are programmed with accurate and up-to-date mental health information and do not 

perpetuate stereotypes or biases.
19 Risks of inadequate, outdated, or biased information provided by chatbots due to their design.
20 Possible exploitation of participants using mental health chatbots for research and chatbot development without 

their proper informed consent.
Mental health regulators
21 Importance of policies and regulations to ensure quality, safety, and data protection for users.
22 Balancing innovation and caution: Adjusting the promotion of innovation and caution to address ethical concerns 

and protect user well-being.
23 How the use of chatbots can complement and improve mental health care provided by human professionals, 

rather than replacing them.
24 Education and public awareness: The need to inform about the benefits and risks of chatbots in mental health, 

and understand their role as a complementary resource.










